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Earn University Credit with REA's Check Prep for CLEP® Human Growth & Development All you need to
move the examination and get the college credit you are worthy of. There are various ways to prepare for the
CLEP® is the most well-known credit-by-examination plan in the country, accepted by more than 2,900
universites and colleges. For over 15 years, REA has helped college students pass the CLEP® titles
available. What's greatest for you depends on just how much time you have to research and how comfortable
you are with the subject matter. check preps are ideal for adults returning to college (or attending for the
very first time), military service users, high-school graduates seeking to earn college credit, or home-
schooled students with knowledge that can translate into college credit. CLEP® exam. Our CLEP® Our test
prep for CLEP® Armed with this information, you can personalize your prep and review where you will
need it the most. Advancement and the free of charge online tools that come with it, will help you to
generate a personalized CLEP® REA may be the acknowledged head in CLEP® Here's how it works:
Diagnostic exam at the REA Study Center focuses your study Our online diagnostic examination pinpoints
your strengths and teaches you exactly where you need to focus your study. Human Development & Most
complete subject review for CLEP® Development Our targeted review addresses the material you'll be
expected to know for the examination and includes a glossary of must-find out terms. Human Growth &
Instant score reviews help you zero in on the CLEP® Two full-length practice exams The online REA Study
Center gives you two full-length practice checks and the most powerful scoring evaluation and diagnostic
tools on the market. Human Growth & Development topics that provide you trouble right now and
demonstrate how to reach the right answer - so you will be prepared on check day. study plan that can be
customized to fit you: your routine, your learning style, as well as your current degree of knowledge. Our
test preps for CLEP® exam and earn college credit while reducing their tuition costs. planning, with the
most intensive library of CLEP® exams assist you to earn valuable college credit, save well on tuition, and
get yourself a head start your college degree.
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Good, but could have been better This book highlights and summarizes important concepts, however, not in
enough details. In addition, I examined a few concepts using a Life Span college textbook I borrowed from a
friend, and utilized Google search to discover info on some more topics like Gardners character- career
types, Hierarchy of Needs, Big 5 Theory, and Gifted Children studies. Great and concise materials! If ever I
need to dodge an undergrad program in the future, I will definitely use the REA study guides for CLEP
exams!Following are the topics that were on my examination but not in this book -Work of Robert
Rosenthal, Tiffany Field, Howard Gardner, Sandra bemBig five theoryMaslow hierarchy of needsStat test
Thought this was a great review study guide Thought this was a great review study instruction! I took an
intro psyche class three years ago and that is the only other exposure I've had to psychology before this. This
is actually the fourth CLEP examination I've taken, and also have used this make of study manuals for all
and approved every one of them (with more than enough points, apart from this one). I actually studied for
five times direct for my CLEP test and got a 74. The web component was quite useful, since it mimics the
test's conditions and provides you valuable opinions on your own strengths and weaknesses. they were
worded differently compared to the practice assessments provided in this reserve. I studied hard for 2. While
it was helpful, I found there were many queries on the test which were not covered in the reserve.” In
reality, a correlation coefficient ranges from -1 through +1, with zero signifying the two variables have no
relationship. Made 59 reading book once! The mock check I got a 69. It had been helpful to the types of
queries, however I thought the real clep test was more challenging; ie: even more that one solution that
could be correct and have to find the most correct answer. On the actual clep I got a 58, so I passed! A touch
too close for convenience though. I'd estimate that 85% of the material on the check was protected in this
book. This book does a good job on theories and advancement. You can understand. It turned out well over a
12 months since I had examined any of these details. I couldn't have studied anymore than I did so but there
have been some questions covering topics I got never heard of.! Covers most however, not all info This
study guide can help you pass the CLEP test but not necessarily ace it. I would also recommend buying the
study guide from the CLEP website for the specific ensure that you referencing that against the book. I
virtually memorized the publication. I read through the majority of it and do all of the practice tests it offers,
studying intermittently for approximately 3 weeks, and I received a rating of 53; This just saved me more
than $500 in books and tuition rather than to mention my precious time by examining out of the class! That
said, in the event that you study this publication well, apply some typically common sense, and product with
a few online searches, you should do well on the check, and passing is definitely what matters. I took the
check yesterday and exceeded with a 62. Great Reference but a Few Mistakes This is arguably the very best
source to utilize if you need to pass the Clep Human being Growth and Development exam. This book didn't
actually cover neuro very well so cross refrance additional sources would be a good idea. Doesn't cover a lot
of topics I actually passed using this reserve but it doesn't cover a lot of topics. Also, three of the practice
check questions were on the real Clep exam. This book does have its issues, though, when it comes to
accuracy in at least three situations: (1) Page 33 claims, “A correlation coefficient can range in worth from
0-1. I thought it had been helpful to possess the pretest, and two additional tests online to observe how you
are progressing. (2) Page 45 says, “Because so many vital organs and body parts are developing through the
embryo stage or second trimester, harmful agents are especially dangerous in this prenatal period.” The
embryo stage is during the first trimester, not the next. The practice exams are SUPER helpful and actually
prepare you for the real exam.” Both germinal stage and the embryo stage occur in the 1st trimester, with the
fetus period occurring in every three trimesters. General, these three mistakes usually do not devalue the
publication as an indispensable study resource. I know of no other text message that covers the materials as
comprehensively and as concisely as Dr. Happy to say, without taking this course, made a B on the CLEP.
I'd also recommend purchasing the study guideline from the CLEP site for .. I only go through this once,
taking two practice testing. Overall, it gets the work done if you devote the effort, although I came across



this particular someone to be minimal helpful. The actual check also included many theories in addition to
specific psychologists/theorists. I got to possess a second psychology for a graduate plan, I found this
realization fairly late in my own application process which explains why I decided to CLEP it. To maximize
your likelihood of success, I will suggest utilizing a secondary source, such as a college textbook. Gave two
thorough readings of the book. I acquired a scaled rating of 70. Normally this reserve is a sure wager.
passing but not by much.! I had a need to pass the Human being Growth and Advancement CLEP exam to
get preschool instructor certified. I emerged at the test with years of professional teaching knowledge a
Masters degree within an unrelated field. The material in this book addresses 90% of possible test material
(there were definitely items on the exam that weren't in the book). I made a 59. As the book is so condensed,
every sentence or seemingly irrelevant little bit of information could possibly be part of a issue! The practice
tests that are included are excellent as well This book is strictly what I was looking for.. (3) These
mislabelings of the stages of prenatal advancement also occur on webpages 42-43, as the written text refers
to the 1st trimester as the “germinal period,” the second trimester as the “period of the embryo,” and the
third trimester as the “period of the fetus. I got a scaled score of 73 on the practice exams in the book and a
62 on the actual test. I came across that the questions on the actual check were much more difficult; My
school requires a 50 or higher on the exam to obtain credit.. I spent about 3 weeks reading and reviewing.
Take note, however, that I arrived to this with prior knowledge from my LPN program and my statistics
program. Overall totally worth every penny. This reserve helped me learn brand-new principles and refresh
on what I didn't remember well. Passed with a B I used 2 issues. I was scoring around 70 on the practice
exams. This with some typically common sense and great reading skills will be enough. I would state the
second test has nearly the same questions as that of the initial one.. So really read it and don't skim. After
doing a bit of research, I found that book has decent reviews and bought it. Right now, I am pleased to say
that it exercised just good for me. Took the test 2 days back, and passed with a score of 61. Not really a great
score though but at least I was able to do it in just as much as little time I got in 3 weeks. Studied
intermittently for 3 weeks. This book does indeed cover the meat of the examination. Got 70+% in the
practice tests. Upon additional reviewers suggestions I bought the Petersons on the web practice tests (3 tests
for 20$). I am glad to say that it worked out simply fine for . The reserve got mixed up with the levels of
prenatal advancement topics. You can also find some more questions online including the set of questions
that comes with CLEP guide. So I would say you will be having to pay 20$ for 2 assessments actually. And
in addition as earlier reviewers suggested, make sure you review various other topics that are not covered in
this book. Big thanks to all of them. Overall it's an excellent book to move the check. But if you are aiming
for an increased score then this reserve alone isn't sufficient. All the best! The practice lab tests seemed
pretty representative of the information on the actual check. A borrowed text (Evolve) book, that i go
through cover to cover. This, which also was read and tested and reviewed, cover to cover. Heindel’s does!
Although additional text was a definite help and I would recommend having both Five Stars Passed with
flying colours, thanks to this book!!! I utilized only this guideline and passed with a rating of 59 (50 is the
passing rating out of a weighted total of 80).! I was studying for the CLEP exam, having by no means taken
this program. The book provided me all the details I needed to understand, and allowed me to move the
exam first try, with high scores. The practice lab tests that are included are great as well. Recommend for
those studying to take this CLEP. Passed the CLEP, however the book isn’t comprehensive I used this
research guide to pass the CLEP lifespan check. Four Stars clep book is alright.5 weeks prior to taking the
Clep examination. I read this book completely, produced flash cards and appeared up some extra details
from youtube using the MCAT Kaplan psyche tutorials on the theorists. Five Stars Good research guide. Hit
my suggest! Five Stars Great book, approved my Clep with 56.
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